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The California Tech

The Evening Concert
Musical Masterpieces

The Class of ‘49 took that chance, went off their stodgy old ways, and started the weekend with a combined beach-library-barn dance on Thursday. Belfring talent of the affair is that of Riley Meyers, who was glared at by some Janitors on Thursday mor., and, interpreting this look to promote personal violence, promptly took off some news, broke tables and chairs, and, to the Pass of times by theory, Fortunately, a mod percentage of the Class of ‘49 was away, with books, etc. We, as he was able to arrange enough material to spend the day afterwards. Mullen was appointed about the campus that morning, and went from himself chained to the Senior Bench. Someone supposéd him a heck-rag in a cube, however, and an hour or so later he was free.

The Evening Concert

**BREWS**

Check Yourself, with brush group coming, centered on all complete machine shop in the stuff in his overstuffed (not to be confused with the student house's stock understuffed) chair as a hedge against his being detained in his room.

He was completely subdued by the Bicketta Janitors, however, and departed, dejected, from the scene. But he left the distillation of being one of the very few to go awash — the CU began to melt, heared into the belly.

It seems to be something about that imposing happy face of his that brings forth the evil that lurks in men's souls, bring ing onto his innocent person much indignity. That's all, Chuck, we love you.

Wakopot seemed to enjoy the day, and evening spent with a young lady from the East. She was corrected from the stable of one who had pulled a similar running maneuver on Howard Lewis a while back.

The dance that night in the Dochter's party-proof stronghold in the hills was highlighted by unbelievable quantities of the host's superb variety, and a couple line led by GLORIA in a peppermint-striped tee-shirt.

One as parking a car with wings] were Dan King and one who had pulled a similar running maneuver on Howard Lewis a while back.
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Oxy's Simpson Defeats Stone

in Tournament Finals

and stone curren the-Tech col-

er all the way to the finals in the variety singles event of the southern California Intercolle-

tiate Conference Tennis Tournament

lost weekend at Redlands. Josh Simpson of the Oxy

finally overpowered Stone in the deciding contest by a 64, 64

acors.

Stone

Stone displayed his best tennis of the season in advising to the finals. After a first round bye, Stone seeded Whittier with, Chuck

Keu rger, by a decisive straight set 62, 62, then. Then, in the important semifinal match, Stone upset second seeded Max Mer-

rers of Redlands 68, 63.

K. Tich's other representative at the tournament, Ed Alexander, was ousted by Ponson's Don

64, 64, when he was unable to maintain his early lead in the second set. Wesley in, was, downed by Jack Sim-

non in the other semifinal con-


Yardley

The French tournament ended

(Continued on Page 4)

last Saturday. The eager Beavers`

hail game at Tournament Park

Frost Sports Roundup

By McManus
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The Beaver nine got hold of themselves l ast
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you qualify, you will be

barbers, a school of fish

the Engineers an easy victory.
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Your College Sports
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SLOPPY FIELDING IN FIRST FRAME GIVES TIGERS BIG SIX RUN LEAD

In Big Three action, the

Tigers

had

over six runs on four hi ts in one

evening last Saturday.

But actually, this is only a beginning. Twenty
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and can afford to buy. And there must be a kitchen in every new dwelling built.
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TALKIN’ IT OVER
(Continued from Page 3)
Terror, J. Mason "How much do you weigh, now?" Anderson from throwing a suit on me. The thing that kept the grizzlies hot in just Andy's building determination to have every man ever 19 pounds in a helmet. Without jeopardizing without lath jobs, without tremendous swarms of high school veterans--Andy and Pete have whipped up agitators that are more than did justice to the school. While working with that Carrel, Andy windied the whip just enough to put out the fine crack teams in three years, to win a dual meet.

Point Rate
Easy Jack the jack of all sports and after dinner speaker can, besieges, draws a blue ribbon for the fine coaching on the grizzlies and the hardwolves, where he has developed high potential varsity material consistently, besides getting the diamond prism damage to the top contenders for the crown. And holding down the beast behind Easy, is Big Jim, who by putting them gently on the head or by flanking them out has managed to see that all the hulks who are not drawing the monthly check are at least doing push ups. However, with Jim's really shown is in the great way he has handled the Herder's Heritage, and it's through I.H., sports that we have been able to keep the rough and drag them into the interstate league--men who were never sides of it you never have come across. Big Jim, he takes those who have become House Prexy and Athlete Mgr., since he came here, but he always seems to wear a smile and, dises his grizzles gently.

OXY'S SIMPSON
(Continued from Page 31 with Reed's St. Johns winning over asbestos, Federation, singles, and then the two combined to take the doubles from the Pomona team of Clarksen and Blodgett.
Tech's fresh were not present at the Tournament and default set their match.

Classified
AD

CALTECH Varsity Track: Records

Friday, May 27, 1949
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Y's Doings
By Vern Edwards
A fine opportunity for summer employment is available here. Several have free time this summer and are looking for some amusement at either of the two Pasadena YMCA camps, one at Big Bear and the other on Catalina. You'll beSign a group of boys to enjoy an experience from home in an adventurous outdoor camp setting and enjoy the skills of leadership, a tremendous increase in experience in any field.

Each camp has openings for four weeks beginning July 3 and ending August 27. The costs are modest and expenses, including transportation, lodging, and tuition, are paid by the Y. If you are interested in this opportunity, obtain further information in our own office or by contacting the Pasadena YMCA Camp Office. Telephone: 304338.

Who Dealt This Mess
Cost Fox
It often happens that the most important play of the hand, from the deal onward, starts at the opening lead. This week's hand illustrates this point vividly at East-West to the game contract of November.

East cannot possibly lead Spades, and Clubs are not at all admirable. Diamonds are a possibility, but have little in the way of a highlight. Hence Hearts by South plus the holding of five East, indicates that no damage will be done to partner by bidding Hearts. East has nothing to consider, except in, since North has had two suits and is probably chart in one of the others. Since South is obviously short in Spades, there is a strong possibility of a cross ruff. The lead of a Heart will cut down this possibility.

Facing a Heart opening, North has only one play of the contract and must attempt the cross ruff. Any other approach leaves him at least one trick short, viewing the situation optimally. But to do this he must void his heart lead here. This allows East to get on lead again with the Ace, and the lead of another trump leaves Declarer without even a prayer for a contract.

CALTECH PHARMACY

WHEN YOU ARE HUNGRY
WHEN YOU ARE THIRSTY

WHEN YOU JUST NEED A LITTLE LIFT IT'S THE

SKIP INN
Beer - Plate Lunches
1332 E. WALNUT
Open Til 3 A.M.

Chesterfield
The Best Cigarette for You to Smoke